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A Rainey in every neighborhood of Cleveland
is a whisper, a dream, a seed planted when you visit
Rainey Institute in Hough. When summer campers
are gathered singing Rainey Songs; when students
are picking up an instrument and learning to play;
and when students are sculpting, animating,
stepping, pirouetting, and reciting lines of poetry, you
imagine what this dream would mean if every child in
Cleveland had access to it.
After more than 100 years in Hough, and with off-site
programs located in schools and organizations
throughout Cleveland, Rainey Institute is opening a
second location on Cleveland’s west side in ClarkFulton. Our new space at the Pivot Center for Art,
Dance, and Expression will allow Rainey to expand
our program offerings on the west side, form deeper
partnerships with schools and the community, and
enrich the lives of even more Cleveland youth
through engagement and education in the visual and
performing arts.
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WE ARE

RAINEY INSTITUTE

Rainey Institute is where the arts
change lives by enriching and
inspiring a broad community of
learners through excellent, accessible
arts programming. With a
commitment to holistic youth
development, Rainey’s programs
utilize the arts as a platform to
empower youth to become confident
individuals who value creativity,
learning, diversity, and love.
Founded in 1904 as a Settlement
House serving immigrants in eastern
Cleveland, Rainey adjusted its focus in
1966 to become an arts education
center, responding to the changing
needs of the Hough community. Since
then, Rainey has been dedicated to
developing positive growth in Greater
Cleveland’s youth through
engagement and education in the
visual and performing arts.

Participation and engagement in arts programs
promotes social-emotional, academic, and
leadership development, and provides a positive
platform for self-expression. Yet, systemic
inequities in school funding and education
policies emphasizing core subjects have meant
public schools have been challenged for decades
with arts cutbacks. This has resulted in a decline
in arts engagement particularly among Hispanic
and Black students whose schools and
communities are under-resourced. Rainey fills
these gaps with well-designed, accessible, and
affirming arts programs, providing students
without other access the opportunity to
participate in high-quality dance, drama, music,
and visual arts education.
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A NEW OPPORTUNITY

IN CLARK-FULTON
In 2011, Rainey moved into a 25,000 square-foot community arts center on East 55th Street, and
expanded its core programming to impact more than 2,500 youth annually in Hough and
surrounding East side communities. El Sistema @ Rainey, our mastery-based orchestral music
program, has grown substantially over the past ten years. A significant off-site location of this
program exists at Breakthrough Charter Schools' Willard campus on the West side of Cleveland, but
space constraints within the school limit capacity, despite increasing demand. Over the past year,
Rainey has diligently explored options to expand to our own West side location to account for these
space challenges and to mirror our East side programs and services.
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The Pivot Center for the Arts, Dance, and
Expression provides a historic renovation of the
Astrup Awning Building on West 25th Street into
a neighborhood arts and community space. The
redevelopment project has drawn national and
local attention as a model for arts and
community collaboration, and represents the
transformation of an entire community.
Grassroots efforts have resulted in the recent
approval of the first ever comprehensive,
aspirational community plan in the City of
Cleveland, focused on Clark-Fulton and the
opportunities of the future. The Pivot Center is
part of the changing narrative of Clark-Fulton as
one of joy, opportunity, and growth.

The Pivot Center provides Rainey Institute with
the opportunity to expand our presence on the
West Side, attain additional space for programs,
and acquire more school partners. By doing so,
we will enrich the lives of even more Cleveland
youth, especially the growing population of
Hispanic/Latinx youth, through engagement and
education in the visual and performing arts.
Anchored by existing tenants such as the
Cleveland Museum of Art, Inlet Dance Theatre,
and LatinUs Theater Company, Rainey’s
expansion to the Pivot Center fills the need for
exploratory and mastery-based opportunities in
music in this neighborhood. Other programs will
include pre-school arts, teen programs, and
summer camp.
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A LOOK AT OUR FUTURE SPACE

NAMING OPPORTUNITY

RECEPTION

JACK, JOSEPH AND MORTON MANDEL

COMMUNITY SPACE
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A LOOK AT OUR FUTURE SPACE

NAMING OPPORTUNITY

PERFORMANCE SPACE

NAMING OPPORTUNITY

STUDIOS
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Rainey has launched a $2,000,000
comprehensive fundraising campaign
to cover the costs of our build-out at
Pivot Center, and to provide operating
and programmatic support once our
space is complete. We are currently
seeking gifts of $10,000 and above
including the following naming
opportunities starting at $50,000.

OPPORTUNITY

GIFT

Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Community Space
Welcome Desk
Performance Space
The Ron, Carolyn and Jennifer Lang Studio
The Bill and Peggy Lipscomb Studio
Studio
Studio
Studio
Studio

$250,000
$150,000
$150,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
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Ron, Carolyn, and Jennifer Lang
Bill and Peggy Lipscomb
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CONTRIBUTING TO THRIVING

NEIGHBORHOODS
Rainey aims to fill the music
education program gap, and more,
for 500 kids in Clark-Fulton. The
project will support broader
neighborhood and community
development as well.
The Pivot Center is emblematic of the City's
Neighborhood Transformation Initiative and has
drawn broad attention as a model for arts and
community collaboration. Rainey's programs there
will add to Clark Fulton Together's comprehensive,
aspirational community plan through:
Employment: Rainey serves as pathway to
employment for emerging musicians and
performing artists of color. These young, diverse
individuals are prepared to teach in our programs at
a competitive wage of $35 per hour, helping to
maintain a pipeline of talented artists in our region
to take part in a vibrant arts & culture industry, a
thriving gig & entertainment-focused economy, and
ensure minority participation in the arts.
Enhancing arts and culture assets and pertnerships:
Cleveland's renowned arts and cultural
organizations such as the Orchestra, the Museum of
Art, and Playhouse Square rely on public interest,
education and support from diverse communities.
This project enhances engagement in the arts
throughout Cleveland’s neighborhoods, and will
support partnerships that advance racial and
economic inclusion in Cleveland's arts & cultural
institutions. The Cleveland Orchestra was a pivotal
partner helping Rainey establish El Sistema, and we
hope that proximity to the Cleveland Museum of Art
and other institutions at Pivot Center will spur
similar parterships and programs in dance, visual
arts, and theatre.

THE PROJECT WILL
support, stabilize, and add value to the Pivot
Center project and other existing
development projects happening in the
Clark-Fulton neighborhood;
funnel dollars to local construction and
design firms during the buildout;
create and enhance civic sector
collaboration that uplifts Cleveland’s arts
and culture assets;
create and enhance economic opportunities
for Clark-Fulton residents; and
attract new business opportunities, tourism
activities, and residential interest to the
Clark-Fulton neighborhood.
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IMPACTING

YOUTH OPPORTUNITY

ALUMNI SPOTLGHT:
Devin Chapman started at Rainey as an elementary-age
student. He studied violin in the mastery-based El Sistema
orchestral program for several years until he “graduated”
from Rainey in eighth grade and began attending
Cleveland School of the Arts.
Devin recently graduated from CSA, while continuing to
work at Rainey as a Teaching Artist Assistant in our El
Sistema program, and working one-on-one with mentors
in The Cleveland Orchestra and the Cavani String Quartet
to excel in his playing. Devin will be attending
Youngstown State University in Fall 2022 for Music
Education, and also pursues his interest in music
production in his free time.
He reports one of his most formative experiences at
Rainey was when Black Violin performed here and
worked with our students. Seeing professional musicians
whose life experience and identity reflected his own
helped Devin to connect with his violin and with the arts
as a viable career path.
Without the teachers and education Devin received at
Rainey, he might have never realized his passion for music
or received the support and mentorship to pursue that
dream and make it a reality. Rainey gives students like
Devin the opportunity and access to pursue their artistic
interests while surrounded by supportive Teaching Artists
and like-minded peers.

All performance and creation of art are
brought to existence in a social context, as
a response to or commentary on the
human experience and aspiration. A well
rounded arts education provides both the
opportunity for young creators to explore,
develop, and master skills in their craft;
and the chance to take a deeper look at
history, modern society, and the global
community. Arts education allows
learners and artists to interpret the
humanities and their own hopes, dreams,
and lived experience through creative
expression. Rainey's programs advance
public humanities by providing access
and opportunities for young people to
create through performance and
production of their own work, and by
facilitating deeper learning of our world
through carefully planned curricular
activities. When young people are
introduced to the vastness of the human
experience through the arts, they go on to
make a difference in their personal and
public lives. Rainey Institute's alumni
network includes:

Stephanie Howse: Representative of
the 11th district in the Ohio House
Ricardo Leon: Chief Operating Officer
at Cuyahoga County Land
Reutilization Corp
Michele Crawford: Licensed architect
and Cleveland MetroParks Project
Coordinator
Yaasira Jones: Leadership
Development Professional at Moen

THANK YOU

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT

GRACE ANDREWS
DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT
GANDREWS@RAINEYINSTITUTE.ORG

225-288-7188 (C)
216-881-1766 (O)
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